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Musical ecstasy
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garde guitarists Al DiMeola and John
McClaughlin and heavy doses of Eastern
religion have kindled an unforeseen
musical metamorphosis in Santana.

By ROB MON.ATH

Devadip Carlos Santana

The Swing of Delight

!ecorEVADIP Carlos Santana teams
up with some of the greatest
contemporary jazz and funk

lb

Wayne Shorter's soprano saxaphone
accompaniment and solos on "Love
Theme from Spar.tacus" wail with
emotion.

Herbie Hancock's keyboard work is
sprinkled like light rain through the
bouncy track "Jharma Kala," and gets
very funky elsewhere. Ron Carter comes in
with a vibrantly moving accoustic bass
solo on "Gardenia."

Some vestiges of the old Santana
percussion remain, and these, coupled
with the superb drumming of Tony
Wiliiams and Graham Lear, keep the pulse
fluid and exciting throughout.

Because the album has been recorded
digitally (a new recording process which
substitutes numerical code for
conventional magnetic tape and produces
increased clarity), it has four shorter sides
instead of two longer ones and cost a little
bit more.

For those who wanted Santana to put
out another pop album like Inner Secrets,

musicians to make his most sophisticated
musical statement to date on The Swing of
Delight, his latest solo album.

All but one of the songs on the LP are
instrumental odyssies which guide the
attentive listener through a broad range of
musical and emotional moods, as the feel
of the music slips back and forth between
a kind of Latin swing, Miles Davis-typ- e,

'head jazz and "sophistifunk."

Santana himself has improved
tremendously. As several years in
seclusion and a lot of drugs were key
elements to guitarist jeff Beck's surprising
growth, jamming with friends like avant- -

On songs like, "Swapan Tari," Santana
embellishes his characteristic guitar
motifs with new technical finesse. His
modal and often brisk riffs lend a fresh
dimension to his traditionally melodic and
emotional style.

In accordance with this shift to a jazzier
flavor, Santana avoids the heavy rock
emphasis of past albums like Abraxas and,
subsequently, features jazz and funk
masters Wayne Shorter, Herbie Hancock,
Ron Carter and Tony Williams on a
number of cuts, on Swing.

The Swing of Delight will be disappointing.
'For others who've always wondered what
it would be like if Santana leapt, to a
higher musical plateau, the album will be
musical ecstasy. fw

Rob Monath is Weekender record critic.
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Imported Pipes Pipe Repairs
House Tobaccos Custom Blending
Imported Cigarettes Accessories

Imported Cigars

Broader selection of imported cigarettes
Yes, we have cloves!
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10 am-- 6 pm M-S- : Visa and Master Charge

Buy One Pizza
at Regular Price

2nd PiZZO (Same Value)
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Rick Henderson 117 E. Franklin St. Chape! Hill 967-396- 0

.Garland Wolfe 2103 James St. Durham 489-150- 5

Eat In or Tcko Out
"Every Day Except Fridays'

"Sorry No Checks"
Coupon Good thru 10-20-E-O

Give to the
G33-457- 1

503 W. FRANKLIN ST.

of Dimest.

Keep your engine tuned.

a JtipTonsaving energy

Kenan Stadium
Posters
22" x 27"

BEAUTIFUL FULL COLOR
AVAILABLE AT

STUDENT STORES
LEDEETTER PICKARD
INTIMATE BOOKSHOP
CARD & GIFT SHOP
JEFF'S CONFECTIONARY

or send $5.00
postage incl.

UNIVERSITY GAMES, INC.
2C03 N. St. NAV

Suite 901
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2C036
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